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World’s first high-end integrated amplifier
with Apple Airplay technology.
Listen to your music wirelessly from an iPhone or iPad!

Apple AirPlay
2 x 400W
4 analog inputs
1 phono input
Subwoofer output
Direct pre-processor input

Also available in black

Free iPad!
Until May 1st 2011, get a free iPad with
every Micromega AS-400 purchase.
Visit www.plurison.com to locate an
authorized Micromega reseller.

Micromega is distributed by Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866.271.5689

www.micromega-hifi.com

Bringing music and movies to life

Little brother,

Big value.

AVR400

High Performance 7.1 channel AV Receiver
HDMI 1.4a compliant with ARC and CEC support •
3D compatible •
High Performance video conversion / scaling •
7x 90W power amplifiers •
Toroid based power supply •
Audio streaming from network or USB music files •
Automated setup •

ARCAM AVR400
Taking much from the ultra-high performance AVR500 and legendary
AVR600, the AVR400 provides feature rich specifications, discreet good
looks and sublime sound at a more affordable price. Seven 90W amplifiers,
5 HDMI 1.4a inputs, networking, and high performance video processing
are all included in the latest category leader from Arcam.

Bringing music and movies to life
Available in Silver or Black Finish

Arcam is distributed
exclusively in Canada by
21000 TransCanada • Baie D’Urfé • Québec • H9X 4B7
Tél.: (514) 457-2555 • Fax: (514) 457-5507

www.eriksonconsumer.com | www.arcam.co.uk

www.arcam.co.uk

Montréal: Audio Club 514-526-4496 • Audioville 514-526-4496 • Coup de Foudre Audio-Vidéo 514-788-5066 •
Discreet Interiors 514-667-5000 • Fillion Electronique 514-254-6041 • Galerie Audio Video 514-341-7292 • Trois
Rivières: MicroAge 819-378-7910 • Chicoutimi: Musique Avant Tout 418-549-1755 Granby: Sensation Musicale
450-375-9480 Québec: Rotac Électronique 418-653-7768 Orléans, Ontario: Stéreo Plus & Design 613-830-6787

HEADPHONES FOR MUSIC PROFESSIONALS.
AND MUSIC OBSESSIONALS.
Your favorite music will just sound better through the all-new headphones from
Shure. With excellent sound quality, legendary Shure quality, and a comfortable
design, you'll slide them on and get lost in your music for hours. Learn more about
the full line at Shure Professional Headphones at shurecanada.com

www.shurecanada.com
© 2010 Shure Incorporated

SRH240

SRH440

SRH840

MARCH 31* – APRIL 1, 2, 3, 2011
HILTON BONAVENTURE HOTEL
*TRADE ONLY DAY

GET CONNECTED
& DISCOVER THE FINEST…
EXHIBITORS & BRANDS
SOUND SYSTEMS
TRAININGS & CONFERENCES
LIVE CONCERTS

EXHIBITION SITE
Hilton Bonaventure Hotel
900, de La Gauchetière West
Montreal (QC) H5A 1E4

ADMISSION
Regular $15
Students $10
Seniors
$10
SCHEDULE
Thursday 11
Friday
11
Saturday 10
Sunday
10

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

-

6
9
6
5

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

INFORMATION
(450) 441-5989
info@salonsonimage.com
www.salonsonimage.com

productnews
For daily news visit www.canadahifi.com

Totem Acoustic Element Series Speakers
The new Totem Element series combine art and function – and we
wouldn’t expect any less from the famous Canadian speaker maker!
The series draws on the lessons learned from the company’s onwall speakers and use the in-house designed Totem Torrent woofer.
The new series consists of ve models which promise to incomparably express any musical genre with conviction, ease, and with
enormous scale. Each model is named after one of the ve vital
elements found in nature: Wood (centre-channel), Fire (monitor),
Earth (tower, passive radiator), Metal (tower, twin woofers), and
Water (subwoofer). All models feature the 7 inch Torrent driver
and revolutionary magnetic technology found only in the Element
Series. The drivers have an extreme precision machined chassis,
not a molded or stamped one. Each driver takes several hours to
machine, assemble and test – which allows for precision usually
associated with watch-making rather than woofer manufacturing.
The stainless steel voice coils are not only under hung within the
magnetics but fully immersed in a strong, yet completely localized
magnetic eld. This conguration holds multiple claw shaped magnetic segments that allows for a full one inch throw of the driver.
The basis for this design was to make the Element series utilize
“no active or passive cross-over parts” in the woofer section. The result offers substantial advantages in clarity
and phase correctness with remarkable control and striking accuracy both on and off axis. MSRP: Fire (monitor) $5995, Earth (tower, passive radiator) $8995 and Metal (tower, twin woofers) $12,995. Pricing for the Wood
(centre-channel) and Water (subwoofer) were not available at press time. www.totemacoustic.com

Paradigm Introduces New Shift Brand
Finally there’s an affordable, high quality audio brand for the younger
crowd. Paradigm announced a new brand called Paradigm Shift at the 2011
CES, geared toward a younger audience and those with a focus on exceptional audio solutions for personal audio, PC and gaming. The Shift brand
will offer four categories including powered speakers, earbuds, headphones,
and gaming headsets. The rst product in the new line is the Shift Active
Atom, otherwise known as the A2. This powered bookshelf/tabletop speaker
is designed to be used with devices such as iPods/iPhones, other music players, desktop computers, home DJ deck, videogame consoles and other audio
devices. The A2 is bi-amped with 100 watts of power per speaker and designed and engineered to the exacting standards that Paradigm products are
known. The A2 can be used with any devices that have a 3.5-mm mini-jack
or RCA outputs or for wireless streaming. The A2 has a built-in interface on
the rear panel for Airport Express. Coming this spring. MSRP: $249 US.
www.paradigm.com
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Nintendo 3DS Portable 3D Entertainment Device
The Nintendo 3DS is poised
to revolutionize the portable
gaming experience forever
by delivering games in 3D,
without the need for special
glasses! The 3DS includes
two screens: the bottom
touch screen makes use of
a telescoping stylus that
is stored in the unit itself,
while the top screen displays 3D visuals. Looking at the screen is like peering through
a window into a world where characters and objects have true
depth. The system also has a 3D Depth Slider that lets players
select the level of 3D they enjoy the most. New to the 3DS
is a Circle Pad, which provides a full 360 degrees of direction, giving it the freedom and precision needed to play games
in 3D worlds. A built-in motion sensor and gyro sensor can
react to the motion and tilt of the system. The 3DS also has
three built-in cameras, one points at the user and the other two
cameras point outward and are capable of taking photos in 3D.
Wireless connectivity allows the 3DS to communicate with
other 3DS systems and connect to the Internet to download
games and updates. More than 30 3DS games are expected
to be available at launch. Available on March 27th. MSRP:
$249. www.nintendo3ds.com

Paradigm Reference Millenia LP Onwall LCR Speaker
The lifestyle Millenia LP speaker from Paradigm is designed for audio enthusiasts looking to build a clean, minimalistic audio system with exceptional sound quality, without
having to cut-out holes for in-wall speakers.
Simply cut out small holes for the speaker
wire and mount the speakers to the wall for
a clean LCR set up. The ultra-thin (1-1/2”)
cabinet prole is slim enough to hang with
the sleekest LED, LCD, or plasma at-panel
displays, even meshing with projector screens
while reproducing music, soundtracks and
dialogue with great accuracy. The Millenia
LP can be used as a left/right or centre channel speaker. Built with Paradigm Reference
technology, the Millenia LP features convex
S-PAL satin-anodized pure aluminum domes,
curved mineral-lled polypropylene bass/midrange cones
and other award-winning design elements. Three Reference
Millenia LPs can be paired with the sonically-matched Millenia ADP surrounds and a Millenia Sub or Seismic 110 to
create an acoustically immersive and aesthetically pleasing
5.1 surround sound set-up. Available this spring. Pricing was
not available at press time. www.paradigm.com
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Onkyo 80s-Styled Separate Hi-Fi Components
Onkyo’s new range of hi- components are styled after the company’s classic stereo models of the 1980s. All three
components, the P-3000R pre-amplier, M-5000R power amplier, and C-7000R CD player, incorporate Onkyo’s
new Dynamic Intermodulation Distortion Reduction Circuitry (DIDRC) to counteract unwanted high-frequency
interference, promising audio playback that is more faithful to the original source. To further reduce interference,
these components feature separate digital and analog circuitry. The P-3000R pre-amp accepts both analog and
digital sources, with connectivity options including AES/EBU digital connectors and a USB input for PC audio. A
high-quality 32-bit Burr-Brown DAC is provided
for each stereo channel, to optimize audio performance. The M-5000R amp offers the advanced
AWRAT amplication design which combines
DIDRC with a low NFB design, closed groundloop circuits, and high instantaneous-current capability. To ensure minimal signal interference,
the C-7000R CD player employs a thermally
regulated, high-precision clock with a state-ofthe-art crystal oscillator. To further reduce potential interference, the player can be operated
in analog-only or digital-only mode. MSRP (in
US): $1,699 (P-3000R), $2,499 (M-5000R) and
$1,499 (C-7000R). www.onkyo.ca

Roth Audio OLi Speakers
Roth Audio’s second generation of the OLi series speakers consists of ve new
models, each promising great sound at a sensible price. The baby of the bunch
is the little two-way OLi 10 which measures just 21cm tall yet punches out a big
sound, handling up to 100 watts of power. The ideal addition to any entry-level
hi- separates system, the OLi 10 is also the perfect way to release your micro
system’s full sonic potential. The OLi 20 increases the cabinet size volume
and adds a larger-size mid-bass driver. The result is a punchy monitor also ideally suited to smaller spaces, but with a slightly broader sonic range than its
little brother. Completing the series are three oorstanders which improve on the
original line and enhance the use of DALtech damping technology -- standing for
“Dead as Lead Technology,” DALtech aims to eliminate distortion caused by the
speaker’s own energy with the strategic placement of acoustic damping within
the speaker cabinet. www.rothaudio.co.uk. Distributed in Canada by Erikson
Consumer, 1-800-567-3275.

Onkyo iPhone/iTouch Remote Control App
Onkyo is the latest AV receiver manufacturer to launch a remote control app for
the iPhone/iTouch. The app will be available for its next generation networked AV
receivers, as well as many current and older networked models. The Onkyo Remote Control App will turn any iPhone or iTouch into a versatile, fully-functional,
touch-driven wireless remote control that will integrate seamlessly with the company’s AV receivers. The App will replicate day-to-day operations such as altering
volume, balance, mute, input selection, listening modes, etc. Gesture control will
also be incorporated and owners will be able to browse Internet Radio station lists
as well as content held on NAS (Network Attached Storage). The App will offer
full control of most of the functionality on Onkyo’s upcoming next generation AV
receivers (launching in 2011) as well as much of the functionality on current ***8
series AV receivers. Owners of ***7 series and older AV receivers will be able to
use the App to control basic receiver functions such as volume up/down, changing
inputs, etc. www.onkyo.ca
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CANADA HiFi Showcase

Please consider components from the following
companies when making your next purchase.

Audio
Sensibility
www.audiosensibility.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

www.reference3a.com

Distributed in Canada by
Audio Dream Distributions
www.audio-dream.ca
(403) 280-5894
www.leema-acoustics.com

Best value in high-end audio cables.
Cable termination services. DIY supplies.

To adverse in the CANADA HiFi Showcase
secon please call 416-767-2495

productnews
Cambridge Audio NP30 Network Music Player
As the market shifts from CD to digital music and streaming music services, Cambridge Audio is preparing to
launch an exciting series of products to satisfy the digital music generation. The rst of these is the NP30 designed
to unleash the potential of digital music stored on computers and home networks, allowing premium quality 24-bit
playback anywhere in the home through any hi- or home entertainment system. In addition the NP30 offers fast
and easy access to a wide range of streaming music services and over 15,000 Internet radio stations. Cambridge
Audio is simultaneously launching UuVol – a new online music service. UuVol simplies set-up and use of the
NP30 and future Cambridge Audio network music players by providing a unied online service allowing users to
customize their system to their own personal preferences. The NP30 supports a huge array of audio formats including MP3, AAC, WAV, PCM, and FLAC. Users can
also benet from 24-bit/96kHz playback quality thanks
to its ability to support uncompressed WAV, PCM and
FLAC CODECs. Of course audio performance is at the
heart of everything Cambridge Audio believes in and
bit-perfect signal path and jitter suppression guarantee
outstanding sound quality. Simple sharing of a centrally stored music collection is a breeze; either wirelessly
or by Ethernet. MSRP: $649. www.cambridgeaudio.
com. Distributed in Canada by Plurison: 1-866-2715689, www.plurison.com

Cambridge Audio iD100 Digital Dock
Cambridge Audio claims to have engineered the most technologically advanced
iPod/iPhone/iPad dock yet by extracting every drop of the digital audio data
from Apple devices. It supports all Apple le types including lossless, bit-perfect, low-jitter digital data and feeds it to an external DAC (such as Cambridge
Audio’s DacMagic) or AV receiver using its digital input for the best possible
digital to analogue conversion. The iD100 is also designed to support the growing number of users who store or stream video on their devices allowing enjoyment of portable content like YouTube, iTunes or iPlayer on the big screen.
As listening shifts from stored to streaming services, the iD100 maximizes the
quality of music streaming Apps like Spotify, Pandora, Rhapsody, Last FM and
others. The iD100 is supplied with a full remote enabling armchair control of
iPod content, activation of iTunes syncing and even charging of the connected iPhone, iPod or iPad. By switching
off charging, any possible interference between the Apple device and hi- system is completely eliminated. Supplied with a range of adapters, the iD100 can accommodate virtually any iPod, iPhone or iPad. MSRP: $329. Available now. www.cambridgeaudio.com. Distributed in Canada by Plurison: 1-866-271-5689, www.plurison.com

Focal Bird Series
The Focal Bird loudspeaker system is a new and innovative
concept which delivers high-quality audio from an attractive, lifestyle solution. A Bird 2.1 system is composed of two
small, two-way satellites connected to the “Power Bird” which
serves as a unied amplier, DAC and subwoofer. The Bird
2.1 system is available in three different congurations, each
one with different satellite speakers. The speakers can be positioned horizontally, vertically or even mounted on a wall.
The system excels in high denition audio for those seeking
modern computer-centric wireless source inclusion, reproduced without compression or compromise. The system comes
supplied with a Focal Kleer Technology wireless dongle, which allows it to seamlessly interface with the Apple
iPhone, iTouch and iPad. An optional USB dongle expands wireless connectivity to include any computer with a
USB output. Coming this March/April. MSRP: $995-$1295 (Bird 2.1 system) and $109 each (USB and iPhone/
iPod dongles). www.focal-fr.com. Distributed in Canada by Plurison: 1-866-271-5689, www.plurison.com
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SINCLAIR AUDIO PROUDLY PRESENTS THE NEW

DALtech Acoustic Damping

460T

Transparency Ribbon Tweeter

Black Diamond Silk Dome Tweeter

Woven Fiberglass Hybrid Midrange Woven Fiberglass Hybrid Woofer

Provides the purest, most
accurate sound and enormous
soundstage.

Produces incredibly clear and
precise high frequencies.

Results in three dimensional, lifelike Allows precise and powerful bass.
performance.

Eliminates the distortion caused
by standing waves for the purest
sonic reproduction.

AUDITION THE NEW BRIGHTON SERIES AT AN AUTHORIZED SINCLAIR AUDIO DEALER TODAY!

Tel./ (Toll Free) 1.800.567.3275 • Fax: (Toll Free) 1.866.450.5507
Montréal, 21000 Trans-Canadienne, Baie D’Urfé, Québec H9X 4B7

www.sinclairaudio.com • www.eriksonconsumer.com

Available at:
Brault & Martineau
Tanguay

Listening to Internet Radio and Suggested Gear
Phil Gold
So radio is on the defensive, but stream at between 32 kbps and 128
I grew up with radio, the BBC (the
BEEP to us expats) to be exact, a quiet revolution has been hap- kbps, far below the Redbook CD
which offered high quality broad- pening along two fronts. The ﬁrst standard of around 700 kbps, but
casting in excellent FM sound. Just is the introduction of satellite ra- some music stations do much betfour stations, mind you. HiFi sys- dio (Sirius and XM Radio) which ter. Linn offers 3 channels at 320
tems at the time had a record player brings hundreds of digital channels kbps – Linn Radio, Linn Jazz and
and a tuner. Over time the FM dial to the home or the car for a modest Linn Classical, while KEXP broadbecame saturated with public and subscription fee. Some stations are casts at 1.4 mbps accessible through
commercial stations, and some- relays from established broadcast- Windows Media Player.
What makes Internet radio more
times one would interfere with an- ers such as CNN and CBC, while
other. Pressure mounted for lower others bring unique programming interesting? First there’s the enorbandwidth broadcasting so more - like Bob Dylan’s Theme Time Ra- mous range of stations – literally
stations could share the airwaves, dio and the notorious Howard Stern thousands of stations from all over
and along with that came inferior Show. Sound quality is limited by the world. Second is the increasing
sound. In the UK and elsewhere, the maximum bitrate of 54 kbps (ki- availability of high bitrate feeds for
highly compressed digital radio lobits per second), which despite all superior ﬁdelity. Thirdly, you’ve
brought ever lower standards. The claims to the contrary, is nowhere gotta’ like the price – it’s free once
you’ve paid for your internet access.
importance of radio for serious near CD quality.
The second front is the more inter- Finally internet audio is not restrictlistening diminished, overtaken by
the ﬂood of digital media available esting – that’s Internet radio. It uses ed to computers anymore. You can
through downloads to play back on streaming technology, whereby au- feed that stream wirelessly around
your iPod or MP3 player. The car, dio data is compressed, usually us- your home to any Internet radio enonce the exclusive domain of AM ing a lossy audio format like MP3, abled device. I can listen to Internet
and FM radio, expanded through 8 AA3, PCM, OGG or WMA, contin- radio on my iPad and iPhone, but
tracks and cassette tapes to single uously transmitted serially over the for serious listening there’s a high
and multiple disc CD players and internet in TCP or UDP packets. At quality Internet radio tuner in my
then sprouted wired and even wire- the receiving end software reassem- Naim Audio UnitiQute receiver.
less connections to iPods and the bles the packets and plays the music There are very few audiophile dea second or two later. Most stations vices capable of tuning into Internet
like.
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internetradio
radio from a simple wireless internet con- the elevated sound quality of the Naim ofnection, but an increasing number which ferings. Yamaha’s MusicCast2 is another
can access an internet wireless app on an competitor in this zone-audio space, again
iPad/iPhone or home computer. Here are offering Internet radio around the house.
some other products to consider, some of You can also get standalone internet wirewhich can operate wirelessly:
less radios like these:
• Linn Klimax DS
• Micromega AS-400
• Cambridge Audio Sonata
NP30 Network Music Player
• Grace Digital Wireless HiFi
Internet radio Tuner
• Rotel RCX-1500
• T+A E-Series Music Player Mk II
• Pioneer Elite X-79
• Sonos S5
• Bose Wave SoundLink
• TEAC CR-H500NT
Micromega’s approach is a very interesting one, building on Apple’s AirTunes
wireless transmission protocol, allows
you to play music directly from your iPhone. They claim to have the ﬁrst seamless integration of this technology in the
AS-400 HiFi ampliﬁer, and I was able to
put it to the test at CES in January of 2011
using my own iPhone. The results were
superb, helped no doubt by the superb Focal speakers attached to the amp. Micromega have encapsulated this technology
in their AirStream module which is built
into the AS400 amp and several other
products, and they expect the market will
follow them in this direction.
Another growing trend is the expansion of audio systems from one room to
the whole house. Once you are streaming
it is fairly simple to expand, and several
vendors are set up to support this strategy.
Naim Audio would like you to set up a
single UnitiServe component connected
by Ethernet cable to your home network
router which can provide multiple independent feeds to a UnitiQute component
and a pair of speakers positioned in each
listening room, and of course each UnitiQute can wirelessly access Internet radio
from that router as well as your music collection from the UnitiServe or your computer.
Sonos offers a Multi Room Music System
solution with many options for both controllers and zone players, bringing Internet radio and other feeds around the house
at very reasonable prices, although not at
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• Logitech Squeezebox
Touch (multi-room system)
• Sony Dash
• Denon S32 Internet radio
There also seems to be a growing trend to
include Internet radio tuning in new AV
Receivers, along with streaming video.
If you are working with a wireless connection, then you need a fast reliable connection, so 802.11n is the recommended
approach, although 802.11g will work
well in many situations. You’ll also need a
broadband internet connection of course.
There is however one issue with Internet
radio and it is the vast number of stations
to choose from and no universal channel
guide. The SHOUTcast website alone lists
a whopping 45,062 free Internet radio stations. You can use the music browser that
comes with your tuner to browse through
geographic areas or genres of your choice,
or you can use the music player of your
choice on the computer to ﬁnd what you
are looking for but here are a few websites
that can help:
www.canadianwebradio.com
www.shoutcast.com
www.internet-radio.org.uk
www.radioguide.fm
www.radiotower.com
For those of us transplanted from another
country, internet audio has a special attraction. It’s good to tune in to the BEEB
again, and hundreds of other UK based
stations. Even a little country like Israel
boasts a dozen channels, while the Canadian Web Radio website lists over 600 local offerings. Satellite radio doesn’t come
close, never mind the FM/AM bands. You
may also prefer to get your news in a different language (French, Mandarin, etc.)
or from a different perspective (Radio
Free Iraq, Radio Prague).
Where do we go from here?
I expect Internet radio tuners to appear
alongside FM/AM and satellite radio tuners in all sorts of audio systems and digital

audio devices, along with the spread of
wireless connectivity. The ﬁrst Internet radio tuners for cars are now coming to the
market, although that will be just one more
distraction for the already overburdened
driver. Blaupunkt is currently offering a
3G based receiver to carmakers, although
not directly to end users. Expect this trend
to catch on quickly. Think how well this
could work with a voice command system
like Ford’s Sync. But you don’t even need
Internet radio hardware built into your car.
You can use your iPhone for example to
play Internet radio through a Bluetooth or
MP3 connection in many of today’s cars.
You just need to download an Internet
radio app from the iTunes App Store and
you’re off to the races. TuneIn Radio gets
good reviews and will set you back all of
99 cents!
While it is hard for a specialty channel
to make headway in a small market, when
the world is your oyster there may be a
good sized international audience no matter how narrow your focus. So I expect a
proliferation of highly specialized channels and a massive buildup of websites
that not only provide channel listings, but
also reviews and recommendations from
the vast array of programming available.
This in turn will spur the popularity of Internet radio, just as Google helped popularize the internet. MAYBE Google will
be the company that pulls it all together. I
also expect a gradual upward shift in the
bitrates offered as channels start competing in sound quality.
The ﬂy in the ointment is government
regulation. There has already been a big
battle in the US over the level of royalties payable by the radio station for music
tracks. Who knows which way the wind
will blow? You can expect the satellite radio companies to lobby for their own interests, and any increase in fees may push
some stations out of business or lead to
the introduction of user fees in some form
or other. The chances of this happening
are small right now, but the dangers are
there, and being international, it is hard
for station owners to raise revenue to support their activities from local advertising.
Welcome to the exciting world of Internet radio.
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Highlights From the 2011 Consumer Electronics Show
Jeremy Phan
The Consumer Electronics Show
is over for another year and if the
products demonstrated are any indication, the upcoming year will be
a great one for home theatre fans.
While in the past, it took a few years
for technology to trickle down into
consumers’ living rooms, the lag
from prototype to booth demonstration to production is quickly narrowing.
2010 was supposed to be the year
of the 3D TV and while uptake has
been slow due to a variety of factors – price, performance, and the
lack of content – 2011 will kick
it up a notch with dedicated 3Dcontent TV networks, lower prices
and most exciting of all, glassesfree and passive glasses 3D televisions (more on that below). 3D will
continue to make inroads as more
3D-capable digital cameras and
camcorders become available. LG
currently bundles Fuji’s W3 stilland video-capable 3D digital cam-
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era with their 3D HDTVs
to enable consumers to
immediately create and
enjoy 3D content.
On the non-AV side,
this year will see an inﬂux of tablets from various manufacturers playing catch-up and eager to
take a bite out of Apple’s
commanding
market
share. Google’s opensource Android operating system will be powering most new tablets
and consumers will have
a plethora of options to
choose from. Everything
from simple e-book readers to 3G (cellular) connected multimedia tablets, there’ll be a tablet
for every niche in sizes
from 5 to 10 plus inches.
For many users who only surf the
Internet (email, social networks,

video streaming, browsing), tablets
could easily replace their laptops/
desktop computers.
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2011consumerelectronicsshow
Hitting the road, practically every automobile manufacturer has an “infotainment” system with iPod compatibility,
USB memory key functionality (MP3,
AAC and other formats), Bluetooth synchronization (address book, text messages, etc.) and A2DP (Advanced Audio
Distribution Proﬁle) which allows the
streaming of high-bitrate stereo audio
from a Bluetooth-equipped cellphone or
other device. These features are available in $14,000 budget subcompacts all
the way up to Audi’s Bang & Olufsenequipped executive sedan. More vehicles
are also coming with Sirius satellite radio for commercial-free listening across
North America.
Not to be left out, even kitchen appliances are well on the way to getting connected. Samsung showed off an Internetconnected fridge that allows consumers to
check their calendar, pull up recipes from
Epicurious, check the weather and run

smart TVs stream YouTube content, allow
you to browse Amazon and access streaming sites such as Netﬂix, which recently
launched in Canada. The addition of
Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA)
capabilities will allow HDTVs to
stream content
(video, photos,
music) from network-connected
devices such as
Windows Media
Servers, Boxee,
Apple TV, and
XMBC.
Many connected HDTVs allow

users to customize their TV’s functionality by adding on widgets or applications.
Samsung is poised to create an application
market just for their smart TVs with both
free and paid apps in 2011. Everything
from stock/ﬁnance applications to specialized content (CNET, TED Talks, NPR,
etc.) are available as dedicated add-ons for
many smart TVs ensuring there is always
something to watch.
Google’s Android-powered TV, while
slow out of the gate, is also being picked
up by more manufacturers and is supposed to enter Canadian markets this year
in both set-top and embedded versions.
Google TV offers a full Flash-capable
browser, access to the Android application market (imagine Angry Birds on a 55”

other quick apps. It hits the Canadian market in May. Similarly, Kenmore showed
off a whole range of smart appliances
such as dishwashers, stoves, and laundry
pairs that allow remote monitoring, limited control, and remote diagnostics. Applications for iPod/iPhone and Android
were demoed but these won’t hit the market until 2012.
Back in the living room, the TV is rapidly
evolving from more than just a dumb display and future HDTVs will be Internetcapable and have a variety of non-video
functions to augment their use when your
favourite TV show isn’t on. The popularity of the Internet-calling program Skype is
seeing Panasonic, Vizio and Sony, among
others, offering high-deﬁnition webcam
add-ons to allow video conferencing from
your living room couch. New connected,
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HDTV) and PVR control, which is currently available in the US with Dish Network PVRs (hopefully Canadians will see
similar integration with Bell, Shaw and
Rogers PVRs). Google TV also comes
with advanced built-in search capabilities: enter a query and it searches local TV
listings and the Internet, making the static
program guide much easier to navigate
and schedule.
For die-hard cinemaphiles, Philips is
ﬁnally bringing its ultra-widescreen 21:9
aspect ratio HDTVs to North America.
The LED-backlit, 3D-capable HDTVs
should be available in time for the holidays. Philips also announced its ﬁrst wireless-HDMI (WiDi) capable Blu-Ray player. Older, non-WiDi-equipped HDTVs
can utilize a dongle to receive the signal.
WiDi is being integrated into HDTVs to
help reduce the clutter of cables coming
out of the latest, design-conscious
TVs being released. Intel showed
off laptops with built-in WiDi
transmitters and is also working
on wireless power, though it’ll be
a while before they’ll be able to
transmit the wattage required to
power a TV – and do it safely.
Love it or hate it, 3D is here to
stay. Indeed, 70 percent of Sony’s
2011 lineup is 3D-capable and it
will be introducing glasses-free
HDTVs in time for the 2011 holidays. A quick refresher for those
that missed our 3D article: glasses-free 3D uses lenticular ﬁlters
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same as the ones used in 3D
movie theatres. They are
cheap and practically disposable, which is a signiﬁcant advantage compared
to the $150 to $250 activeshutter 3D glasses currently
used by 1st-generation 3D
HDTVs. Most importantly,
they offer a ﬂicker-free image from any viewing angle
or location. As always, there
are disadvantages with this
technology. The ﬁrst is
that the HDTVs capable of
projecting two separately
polarized images simultaneously are more expensive
when compared to HDTVs
which direct separate images to each
which use active-shutter
eye. The brain then interprets the differ- glasses. But as with all technologies, this
ent images as 3D. The downside of this will eventually come down. The second is
technology is that the viewers must be that vertical resolution is cut in half when
located in a speciﬁc spot away from the viewing 3D content (1920 x 540 pixels inTV – a sweet spot – where the TV’s ﬁlters stead of 1920 x 1080).
are “projecting” the separate images. LG,
Last, but not least, George Lucas anJVC, Toshiba, Sony and Vizio are all set to nounced the release of the entire Star
introduce glasses-free and passive-glasses Wars saga on Blu-ray. The complete six3D HDTVs in time for the holiday season ﬁlm set will contain more than 30 hours of
in sizes ranging from 20” all the way up to extras, including new and alternate scenes,
65”. By the end of the year, there will be on three separate discs, all remastered in
over 100 3D Blu-ray titles available and at the highest quality (LucasArts/Industrial
least two dedicated 3D TV networks.
Light & Magic does own THX after all).
The other 3D technology that hopes The box set will be available on Friday,
to push adoption is the introduction of September 30th, 2011 with preorders alpassive-glasses 3D. This 3D technology ready available from some retailers.
uses very affordable ($10-$30) passive,
Get ready for a year where everything
polarized (similar to anti-glare sunglass- you purchase will have the ability to go
es) glasses that ﬁlter the image entering online and content will be available anyeach eye. These glasses are virtually the where, any time.
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A Complete Guide to Choosing a New TV
Plasma, LCD or LED? 2D or 3D?
CHF Staff
Choosing a shiny, new
HDTV today is more
confusing than ever
before. Even though
only two major TV
technologies
exist
– plasma and LCD –
there are many different implementations of
each, especially on the
LCD side. Some TV
manufacturers will try
to convince you that a
new “LED TV” technology also exists but
don’t be fooled, this is
just a marketing term
used to describe an
LCD TV which uses
an LED backlight behind the screen. And
of course, now virtually all TV manufactures offer 3D capability built into their latest sets. But there’s
no need to panic, the purpose of this guide
is to explain in plain English which TV
technology is best suited for your viewing
habits and what you should consider when
picking a new set.
3D or Good Old 2D?
Like any latest technology, 3D does come
at a premium but thanks to the number of
players in this category and aggressive
marketing, the premium isn’t as much as
you might think. Most 3D TVs retail for
between 10 and 30 percent more over a
comparable 2D model. If you’re looking
for a TV that offers the best 2D picture
quality from a particular manufacturer, the
chances are high that this model already
has 3D functionality built-in. That’s because the 3D feature was initially offered
only in higher-end models, although it
quickly trickled its way down to more affordable sets.
To enjoy the 3D experience at home,
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you’ll also have to purchase a Blu-ray 3D
player and a few pairs of 3D glasses. A
Blu-ray 3D player costs about 30 percent
more compared to a standard Blu-ray
player. 3D glasses on the other hand
are a little pricey – about $150 for a pair.
Owners of the PlayStation 3 can rejoice
once again since the system is capable of
3D Blu-ray playback.
What about content? At the time this
guide was written not very many Bluray 3D movies were available, and to
make matters worse a lot of titles were
included as exclusives with the purchase
of a particular TV brand. Whatever you
do – don’t buy into the marketing machine
and choose a 3D TV based on what movies it comes with. The good news is that
many new titles are scheduled for release
this year and most of the exclusive movies
will eventually be available for purchase
to everyone.
Whether you’re a casual or a hardcore
video gamer, the proposition of 3D should
deﬁnitely appeal to you. The PlayStation
3 has taken 3D gaming head-on. A good

selection of 3D games is already available,
spanning most gaming genres. Some
of the key titles include Gran Turismo
5, Call of Duty: Black Ops, Killzone 3,
Ridge Racer 7: 3D, Crysis 2, Metal Gear
Solid: Rising, Motor Storm: Apocalypse
and Tron: Evolution, just to mention a few.
Most major titles from now on will be released in 3D.
And last but not least little bits and pieces of 3D content are beginning to appear
in cable and satellite programming.
To further entice us to consider a 3D TV,
some manufacturers are offering a 2D to
3D conversion feature. Our tests showed
that this feature can work surprisingly
well (especially considering that this is a
ﬁrst generation technology) with material
such as computer animated movies and
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And it’s the perfect size.
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And it’s rock solid!
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Bet you’ve never experienced anything like it!
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flexibility than a swami teaching yoga in an ashram! Two
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* Inside Track Dealer Survey. An annual independent nationwide survey of consumer electronics specialist retailers and custom installers.
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sports events. At press time, Samsung,
Sony and Toshiba offered this feature in
all of their sets and it is likely that other
manufacturers will follow suit.
Our advice? If your budget allows and
you enjoy 3D at the movie theatre – don’t
think about it any further and get yourself
a 3D TV. The quality of 3D at home can
actually be better than at the movies and
playing games in 3D on the PS3 is simply a blast. Based on what we’ve seen
so far, 3D plasma TVs produce a noticeably higher quality 3D picture than LCDs.
Most people hold onto their TVs for years
before upgrading, so if you’re in the market for a TV today and want to make sure
that it is future-proof, you might as well
purchase a 3D TV.
At the time this issue of CANADA
HiFi was going to press, a number of TV
manufacturers announced that they will
be releasing 3D TVs this year with passive (non-powered) 3D glasses which are
much less expensive than the current active 3D glasses. A couple of manufacturers even promised that we’ll see glassesfree 3D TVs from them by the end of this
year. However issues exist with both
these technologies and it’s difﬁcult to say
at this point how these sets’ performance
will compare to the current 3D TVs which
use active 3D glasses. We’ll explore both
of these technologies in detail in the Apr/
May 2011 issue of CANADA HiFi.
Plasma and LCD Technologies
Both plasma and LCD are wonderful TV
technologies which are continually being
improved with every new generation. To
decide which one is best suited to your
needs consider the type of content you
watch most often, the room where the TV
will be placed and the time of day when
you do most of your watching. In the
past, plasma TVs outperformed LCD TVs
by a noticeable margin when it came to
black level, contrast ratio, shadow details
and overall colour accuracy. But with the
introduction of LED backlight systems in
LCD TVs the performance gap between
the two technologies is much tighter than
it ever was.
Plasma Pros and Cons
Plasma TVs have long been the choice
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of movie buffs and those in pursuit of the
most accurate picture. The latest plasma
TVs are capable of producing a picture
with rich, true-to-life colours, high contrast ratios and incredibly deep black levels. They also produce a very smooth but
natural motion during fast moving scenes.
In order to appreciate the full performance
that a plasma TV has to offer, it is best to
watch these sets in a room that isn’t very
bright. That’s because too much light will
wash out the colours and the blacks, and
crush the contrast ratio. Hence movie
buffs prefer to watch their plasma TVs in
the evenings with the lights dimmed or
completely off.
Another aspect which makes plasma
TVs attractive is their wide viewing angle.
This means that even viewers who a far
off-axis from the centre of the screen will
see the same image ﬁdelity as the person
sitting directly in front of the set.
Plasma TVs do have one shortcoming,
although it often grossly exaggerated.
Static parts of the picture which are left
on the screen for extended periods of time
may cause image retention, also referred
to as picture burn-in, which presents itself
as a ghost image on the screen (a faint outline of what was displayed in the spot for
an extended time). However plasma TVs
are most susceptible to this within the ﬁrst
200 hours of use and manufacturers use
various techniques to prevent this from
happening. What most people don’t seem
to realize is that this image retention virtually always goes away within minutes of
switching to a different channel or video
source. The only time when burn-in may
be an issue is if you leave the TV on a
news channel (which has a static grid) for
an extended period of time, or if you play
video games for hours on end every day.
Otherwise, don’t let burn-in shy you away
from choosing a plasma TV.
What is an LED TV?
Sorry there’s no such thing actually. Some
manufacturers have misleadingly been labeling their LCD TVs which use an LED
backlight as “LED TVs”. Sadly this has
created a lot of confusion among consumers, who already ﬁnd it difﬁcult enough to
choose a TV. Any TV labeled as an “LED
TV” is actually an LCD TV which uses a
LED backlight.

LCD Pros and Cons
LCD TVs’ biggest strength lies in the
brightness of the picture. In the past,
LCD TVs were able to achieve a much
higher brightness than plasma TVs, although this gap has gotten smaller over
time. This high brightness makes LCD
TVs a good choice for bright rooms and
those who watch a lot of TV during the
daytime. Another strength of LCD TVs is
that they don’t suffer from picture burn-in
at all. This means that a static picture can
be left on the screen without a worry for
long periods of time.
Today two categories of LCD TVs exist:
those which use a CCFL (Cold Cathode
Fluorescent Lamp) backlight and a newer
generation which use an LED (Light Emitting Diode) backlight.
Conventional CCFL backlit LCD TVs
have been around for a number of years
now and the technology which drives them
has improved substantially. However
even the latest CCFL backlit LCD TVs are
unable to match the picture performance
of plasma TVs – their blacks aren’t nearly
as deep and the overall colour reproduction is rather limited. These TVs tend to
be a popular choice for those who watch
a lot of sports, sitcoms and documentaries. LCD TVs are also a good choice for
hardcore video gamers since most games
display a static part on the screen (think
of the energy gauge in many games or the
vehicle dials in Gran Turismo 5).
The introduction of an LED backlight
in LCD TVs allowed for a giant leap in
picture performance because it allows
LCD TVs to achieve truly deep blacks, an
improved contrast, increased shadow detail and signiﬁcantly improved colour accuracy. This new technology allows LCD
TVs to achieve a picture performance that
is comparable to a plasma TV in many respects. Currently two main types of LED
backlighting technology exist: edge-lit
and local dimming.
In edge-lit displays, the LEDs are arranged in strips which run along each edge
of the display. A light guide then directs
the light toward the centre of the screen.
This backlight technology allows the
screens to be super-slim and very energy
efﬁcient. The disadvantage of edge-lit
displays is that hot spots (brighter areas)
appear in parts of the picture which should
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be perfectly black.
across different TV brands varies wildly – Web Albums, Netﬂix, specialized conLED backlights with local dimming use it even varies signiﬁcantly within a single tent from various TV networks as well as
small LED modules arranged in a grid manufacturer’s line-up. A TV with a poor weather and ﬁnance apps. Some sets, such
behind the screen. The advantage is that quality picture can look really lousy and as those from Panasonic, Sony and Vizio,
they can turn off in grids or individually, take away from the entertainment value even offer Skype voice and video calling
which minimizes hotspots on the screen, of a movie, while a TV with an accurate (with the purchase of a separate camera
thereby achieving much better backlight picture will satisfy your movie watching add-on). Many smart TVs can also conuniformity. The downsides are that TVs experience for years to come.
nect to DLNA certiﬁed devices in your
with this backlight technology are not as
In general, when trying to get a rough home and stream movies, photos and muthin as edge-lit models and they cost more idea of a TV’s performance on the show- sic directly to the TV. Should you choose
than edge-lit models.
room ﬂoor, switch the picture mode to a TV based on the widgets that it offers?
Despite all of the technological advance- Movie, Film, Cinema or THX – these pic- Deﬁnitely not but some owners will surely
ments over the years, LCD TVs aren’t ture modes usually offer the best “out of have fun with these features. The Smart
perfect. The response time of LCD pixels the box” picture. If possible, ask the sales TV category is expected to grow very
is substantially slower than that of plasma person to play material that has some dark quickly this year and we’ll make sure to
pixels which can result in slight blurring scenes in it and material with nature scenes. keep you posted on the latest news in upof the picture, particularly in fast mo- During the dark scenes, pay attention to coming issues of CANADA HiFi.
tion scenes. Manufacturers introduced how deep the blacks appear. The goal is
higher screen refresh rates in the attempt to ﬁnd a TV that can display a very deep Educate Yourself and Seek Advice
to achieve a smoother picture. Most LCD black, without losing any picture details From Experts
TVs now offer refresh rates of 120, 240 in the shadows. When viewing the nature
and 480 Hz. These higher refresh rates do scenes, pay attention to the accuracy of Be careful who you ask for advice. Most
result in a smoother motion but unfortu- the colours – does the grass look naturally salespeople at big box stores don’t have
nately at the same time the can make the green as it does in real life or does it have the proper education to give useful advice
picture look very unnaturally smooth (as a tint of some other colour that shouldn’t about buying a new TV. Some salespeoif ﬁlmed with a home camera). Most of us be there. Also, look at scenes with people ple will try to convince you that the brand
here at CANADA HiFi turn don’t like to in them and try to determine if the skin they carry is the best even though that’s
watch anything with these higher refresh tones look realistic or if they have a tint of not necessarily true. You’ll have much
rate enabled. For more details on this, colour that makes them look unnatural.
more luck by asking for advice from
check out our feature about TV refresh
These are just a few basic tips which can smaller chain stores and independent AV
rates also in this issue.
assist you in judging the picture quality of shops.
As brieﬂy mentioned above another a TV in the store. For a more detailed disBy far the best approach is to educate
shortcoming of LCD TVs is the backlight cussion of how to evaluate a TV’s picture yourself by reading guides such as this
behind the screen. The backlights which quality, please check out the “The Priori- and reviews of speciﬁc TV models. If
light up the LCD pixels are arranged be- ties of Good Video: What to look for when you know someone who’s looking for a
hind the screen either in strips or in a grid. selecting a new TV or projector” article in new TV, be a good friend and share this
Diffusers spread the light as evenly as pos- the Video Features section on www.cana- guide with them. Choosing the best TV
sible behind the screen but this is virtually dahiﬁ.com.
for your needs will make you one happy
impossible to achieve. Instead most LCD
couch surfer!
TVs end up with what we call hot spots, of- Connected TVs and Smart TVs
ten found in the corners or along the edges
Get Some Real Speakers!
of the screen. Most people may not notice To get the most out of your new TV, you
these, but movie buffs who watch their TV may want to purchase a model which of- Finally, it should be mentioned that as TVs
with the lights dimmed will see these hot fers some Internet-based features. These continue to get slimmer and slimmer, the
spots, particularly in darker scenes.
sets are often called “Connected” or quality of their audio is being greatly comFinally, LCD TVs also offer a smaller “Smart” TVs. They are equipped with an promised. The speakers built into most
viewing angle than plasma TVs. Viewers Ethernet port which allows them to con- modern sets should sufﬁce for a TV in
sitting off to the sides will see a slightly nect to a home network and the Internet. the bedroom or the den but every modern
washed out picture. The more of an angle, When connected to the Internet, these sets living room and home theatre demands a
the more washed out the picture appears.
offer added functionality such as news, decent 5.1-channel audio system. So the
weather or YouTube access, and allow the same day you pick up your new TV – start
Picture Quality
user to download apps to further enhance saving up for an audio system!
the content on their TV. Every TV manuOnce you’ve selected between plasma and facturer offers its own suite of “internet
LCD, decide how important picture qual- widgets” which can provide access to Faity is to you. The picture performance cebook, Twitter, YouTube videos, Picasa
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TV Refresh Rates Explained
24, 60, 120, 240: The Meaning Behind the Numbers

Diagram courtesy of www.commons.wikimedia.org.

Jeremy Phan
HDTVs have gotten to the point where light bulb fades if the power is turned off. are also mostly conﬁned to LCD HDTVs.
size, price, and speciﬁcations are relative- In newer generation HDTVs, this fading Plasma HDTVs do not suffer from refresh
ly similar across different manufacturers, and repainting happens too quickly for rate issues like LCDs and use a different
making the purchase decision take into our eyes to see, except under certain con- methodology to create the perception of
account aesthetics, design and brand loy- ditions such as with fast-moving action motion, conﬁning this issue to only LCD
alty. This doesn’t mean that speciﬁcations on-screen. In earlier generation LCDs, the HDTVs.
The question now becomes “What is
should be ignored. Getting back to basics, “fade-to-black” time was typically slow,
one of the core numbers that should be causing “ghost” images to appear because the advantage of a refresh rate of 120
taken into consideration is the refresh rate. a new image was being drawn overtop of Hz if there’s only 24, 30 or 60 frames of
While this speciﬁcation hasn’t been sub- an older image that had not yet completely content?” Unfortunately, like the saying
jected to the pointless marketing inﬂation faded away. Since this fade-to-black time “Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”, at
that “dynamic” contrast ratio has (a use- has been reduced, refresh rates have in- times it can be rather subjective.
As stated previously, the increase in reless speciﬁcation which should be ignored creased to refresh images on the screen
fresh rates means that frames are drawn
altogether), it has still continued to climb, constantly.
with the latest generation of HDTVs adRefresh rates should not be confused on the screen multiple times. This alone
vertising 120 Hz, 240 Hz and even 480 with frames per second (fps) or frame rate, shouldn’t produce any noticeable change
which refers to how many images make in an image if it was the same content
Hz.
First off, a primer: hertz (Hz) is simply up the viewing material. For example, being multiplied and shown repeatedly.
a unit of measurement that describes how Blu-ray discs are typically recorded at 24 However, the main reason for the higher
many times a second something occurs. fps, the frame rate of traditional cinema refresh rates is to eliminate “motion blur”.
For sound, it means how many vibrations ﬁlm; North American broadcast/cable TV Motion blur typically occurs with fast
moving objects or scenes, most notably
per second. For example, the middle C is 30 or 60 fps.
You’ll now notice that the refresh rates action movies and sports. To combat moon a piano is 440 Hz; the range of human
hearing is approximately 15 Hz to 18,000 employed by HDTVs are whole multiples tion blur, HDTVs don’t just multiply and
Hz. For an HDTV, it refers to how many of 24, 30 and 60, enabling them to display repeat content, but interpolate between
times a second the image is refreshed or content from different sources without consecutive frames and generate additionrepainted on the screen. This is necessary any “partial” frames. E.g. 24 x 5 = 120, al frames for display.
Interpolation is the process of creating
because the image actually fades over 30 x 4 = 120, 60 x 2 = 120; 24 x 10 = 240,
time, similarly to how an incandescent 30 x 8 = 240, 60 x 4 = 240. Refresh rates new data based upon similar, surround-
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An example of how blurry a picture can look on a poor quality LCD TV.
ing data. In the case of frames, it looks
at frame #1 and frame #2 and generates a
frame between them that bridges the difference. For a simpliﬁed analogy, think of
a sequence of numbers: 2, 6, 10, and 14.
To increase the number of data points, interpolating between those numbers might
yield: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. The quality
and effectiveness of each manufacturer’s
interpolation technique yields different results with the intention of smoothing out
blurred motion. This is done by creating
the “in-between” frames of a fast moving
object, say a football ﬂying from one end
of the screen to the other. The technical
term for this interpolation is “motion estimation-motion compensation”. Please
take a look at the diagram at the top of this
article for a visual representation of motion interpolation.
To illustrate with an example: for a refresh rate of 120 Hz and a 30 fps source,
3 additional frames must be generated for
each frame (30 original frames + [30 x 3]
artiﬁcial frames = 120). The frames could
simply be repeated multiple times or interpolation could be used to generate the
“in-between” frames. Different manufacturer’s interpolation techniques vary. One
might use: “actual frame, repeated actual
frame, interpolated frame, repeated interpolated frame” or they may utilize more
interpolation for faster moving action
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with “actual frame, 1st interpolated frame,
2nd interpolated frame, 3rd interpolated
frame”. Different techniques will generate different results and the effect will also
vary depending on the content being interpolated – hence the reason why higher
refresh rates are subjective.
This brings up the complimentary but
separate “dejudder” function which is often lumped in with refresh rates. Judder
refers to the stuttering motion that can
occur when 24 fps ﬁlm content is converted to 30 fps video content for display
at 60 Hz, the base LCD refresh rate. This
is achieved through a process called “3:2
pulldown” where 4 ﬁlm frames (24 fps)
are stretched to ﬁll 5 video frames (30 fps).
The judder effect is most noticeable during
camera pans or zooming. With 120/240
Hz LCDs, this isn’t an issue because 24
fps can be interpolated directly into 120 or
240 Hz without the unnecessary stretching of frames. The juddering effect is also
subjective, with proponents on both sides.
One side argues that everything should be
smooth, clear and sharp. The other side argues that the stuttering motion maintains
the “feel” of ﬁlm and the natural human
visual perception of motion.
While older 60 Hz LCDs used to suffer from ghosting and motion blur, most
LCDs are now 120 Hz and the improvement difference is immediately visible

in side-by-side comparisons. Additionally,
the “standard” motion
smoothing
settings
are typically enough
to deal with any motion blur whereas the
“high” settings start
to introduce an artiﬁcial quality in the
image. Indeed, many
consumers dislike the
“unnaturally smooth”
motion in movies
when smoothing settings are cranked up
high. Objects such as
cars and people appear
to effortlessly “glide”
around in perfectly
smooth motion.
Presently, 240 Hz
displays do not appear to produce any discernable gains over 120 Hz displays using
actual video content (as opposed to test
images/clips designed to show judder and
blur) and therefore, are not recommended
due to their price premium.
The only area where a higher refresh rate
is deﬁnitely useful is in 3D, a technology
that is only slowly seeing adoption due to
the price premium and consumers’ aversion to having to purchase and wear costly
active-shutter glasses to view 3D content.
With 3D, the refresh rate is effectively cut
in half because the HDTV spends half the
time showing an image for the left eye and
the other half showing an image for the
right eye. This effectively reduces a 120
Hz refresh rate to a 60 Hz refresh rate for
the left eye and a 60 Hz refresh rate for the
right eye, bringing back some of the motion blur and ghosting issues. This is another advantage for plasma HDTVs in the
3D space due to their signiﬁcantly higher
refresh rates.
Interpolation, smoothing and dejuddering functions have their positives and
negatives and consumers should visually
assess each with the type of content they
intend to watch. This writer personally
doesn’t use the excessive image manipulation functions and believes in maintaining the director’s intent and perspective of
how they wanted the image to appear.
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Sealed Headphone Group Test
Giovanni Militano
Headphones come in all shapes, sizes
and types. But with regards to full-size
over-the-ear headphones, they fall into
two main categories, “closed” and “open”,
which refer to the acoustic seal in the earcups. In the case of open-back headphones,
the ear-cup is open and there is no noise
isolation from the surroundings and conversely the open ear-cups also leak some
sound back into the surroundings. Generally speaking, open-back headphones can
usually offer better and more dynamic
sound than other types of similarly priced
headphones. Open-back headphones are
great if you need to remain aware of your
surroundings or if you are in a quiet environment that does not mind the noise
that the headphones will project outward
into the surroundings. However, for times
when you need to escape some low level
ambient noise like a dryer or dishwasher,
or if your surrounding environment is not
interested in hearing what you are listening to, you will want to use a closed-back
(sealed) headphone. The acoustic seal in
the ear-cups works to provide noise isolation from
outside noise and also
limits sound escaping outward.
Headphones can offer an
amazing music listening
experience and even rival
expensive
loudspeaker
systems at a mere fraction
of the cost and space. The
main reason for this is that
headphones don’t have
to deal with the listening
room boundaries or reﬂections which can muddle
the music. In recent years
many improvements have
been made to sealed headphones and some closed
designs can sound nearly
as good as similarly priced
open-back headphones. In
this group test we take a
look at three closed-back
circumaural (over the ear)
headphones: a pair of the
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Shure SRH840, the Ultrasone PRO 650
and the Beyerdynamic DT 770 Premium
(600 ohm version).
Shure SRH840 ($265 CAD)
Shure has been a leader of the in-ear headphone category for years and the SRH
series represents the company’s introduction to the full-size headphone market.
The Shure SRH840 is its top-of-the-line
model and features plush oversize earcups. The ear-cups are padded in a soft
leather-type material that appears quite
durable and should withstand heavy usage. The earpads are replaceable, if they
ever wear out, which is a great feature for
those who plan to get heavy use out of
the headphones – an extra set is included.
The plush ear-cups combined with the
fully ﬂexible headband make the SRH840
headphones quite comfortable and well
suited for longer listening sessions. These
headphones are comfortable enough that
you can fall asleep while wearing them.

The headband is durable and built to last
but also ﬂexible, which adds to the comfort of the headphones. Numbered clickpull settings are used for adjustment of the
headband. The ear-cups are hinged and
fold up and inward towards the headband
for compact, convenient storage. The earcups do not rotate so the headphones will
not lay ﬂat on a surface. Included with
the headphones is a 3 meter coiled cord
which is removable from the headset via
a cable lock and terminated with a gold
plated 3.5 mm jack. A locking (screwtype) 3.5 mm to 6.5 mm full size adapter
is also provided. Visually the headphones
have an all-black ﬁnish and have a somewhat bulky proﬁle. Another goodie included with the headphones is a soft faux
leather carrying pouch which can store the
headphones when collapsed. The speciﬁcations note that the SRH840 headphones
use 40 mm drivers and neodymium magnet transducers. The acoustic isolation
of the headphones is noted as -12 to -16
dB. Putting the headphones on without
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any music playing, demonstrated that the
SRH840 keep a lot of the external noise
out. With music playing you likely will
not hear anything from your surroundings. The nominal impedance of the headphones is 44 ohms and generally speaking
the SRH840 can be driven reasonably
well with a portable media player.
For a sonic evaluation of the headphones
I used the headphone output of my Behringer SRC2496 A/D and D/A converter
connected to the digital output of a computer. The Shure SRH840 are relatively
easy to drive and a computer sound card
or a portable media player or will do just
ﬁne, but you will want to use an ampliﬁer
to get the most out of the headphones. My
test music included various lossless high
resolution albums from HDtracks. With
tracks that I would generally consider
bright, the brightness was still there but
not as forward. The upper-end response
was neutral to laid back, without giving
up detail or excitement, hence these headphones are not going to cause listener fatigue during long listening sessions. On
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tracks with heavy bass notes, the bottomend response was commendable and sonically pleasing (especially for closed-back
headphones). The SRH840 had superb
instrument separation and despite the big
bass response I could easily distinguish
the bass drum from the bass guitar. Their
great balance, full, low-end response
and an overall accurate response makes
the SRH840 suitable for both casual and
critical listening, as well as home studio
and monitoring applications. Since the
SRH840 headphones are durable, easy
to drive and fold into a compact package
they can also make a great portable companion.
Ultrasone PRO 650 ($399 CAD)
I know that you shouldn’t judge a book
by its cover, but right out of the box the
Ultrasone PRO 650 impressed me with a
much higher than expected build quality
(at this price point) and their durable appearance. Holding the headphones in my
hands I got an undeniable sense of great

quality that put a smile on my face. The
PRO 650 headphones, manufactured in
Germany, are largely geared toward professional use but also well suited for discerning music lovers. The headphones are
constructed on a plastic polymer headband
which is fairly rigid. The underside of the
headband is covered with a padded, plush
leather to add comfort. The ear-cups are
attached to the headband with a hinged,
swiveling connection. This allows you
to fold the headphones into a bundle for
transport or storage and during use the
swivel connection will allow them to lay
ﬂat on a surface. The large earpads are
covered with plush black leather. The Ultrasone PRO 650 come as part of a fairly
comprehensive package which includes
a large hard-sided protective storage and
travel case, an extra pair of earpads, a 6.3
mm to 3.5 mm gold plated adapter and
two detachable cords, one coiled and one
straight (each is about 3 meters long). The
detachable cords plug into the left earpiece
and are terminated with a full-size 6.3 mm
gold-plated stereo plug. The black cloth
hard-sided case measures about 220 x 220
x 90 mm and will offer a fair bit of protection during transport. A demo CD rounds
out the accessory package. With the headphones on there is a good amount of isolation from the surroundings, but the seal is
not complete so you can keep some sense
of what is happening around you. During
extended listening sessions I did ﬁnd that
the headphones became a little bit uncomfortable. The comfort level seems quite
dependent on how you angle the ear-cups
and adjust the headband extensions, so
ﬁne adjustments should maximize comfort. The Ultrasone PRO 650 headphones
use large-element drivers and have a nominal impedance rating of 75 ohms, making
these headphones best suited for use with
a headphone ampliﬁer.
To test the PRO 650 I used the headphone output of an NAD C162 preampliﬁer with an NAD CD player as the source,
listening to various standard CDs from my
collection. The PRO 650 are not a difﬁcult load to drive, but are best mated with
a headphone ampliﬁer. From the very ﬁrst
note I was pleasantly surprised, perhaps
even shocked with the deep, powerful and
warm bass response. These headphones
achieve an incredibly deep response from
a closed-back design. If you enjoy music
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with deep bass you would likely be very
happy with these headphones. Even with
the big bass, the uppermost range remained
clear, with plenty of ﬁne details and no
signs of harshness. The midrange was
somewhat recessed and mellow around
the vocals, but the overall response came
across smoothly. This allowed for long
listening sessions without causing fatigue.
Ultrasone uses “S-Logic” technology in
the PRO 650, which arranges the drivers
in the ear-cups in such a way that places
the image higher up in the listener’s head,
resulting in an expanded soundstage and
giving the headphones a sonic signature
that sounds much like tower speakers
would in a room. These headphones provide great value for the cost, with an excellent built quality and sound performance
to match. The PRO 650 are great for use
in a listening room, around the home or
for rugged use in a studio.

listening periods. Fixed position aluminum alloy supports connect the headband
to the large ear-cups so these headphones
will not fold up or lay ﬂat on a surface. In
my hands, the headphones felt and looked
luxurious but did not appear to be overly
rugged so they are likely best suited for
use at home. There is a ﬁxed, straight 3
meter cable that exits from the left ear-cup,
terminated with a threaded 3.5 mm gold
plated mini stereo plug. Included in the
headphone package is a full-size 6.3 mm
gold-plated adapter plug and a nice faux
leather storage/travel bag that is soft-sided
and foam-padded. The acoustic isolation
of the headphones is noted at -12 dB and
this keeps a lot of the outside noise out.
To power the headphones I used a 6AS7

phone ampliﬁers like this OTL. High
impedance headphones combined with a
quiet ampliﬁer will produce an extremely
quiet noise ﬂoor which is great for critical
listening or serious studio work. During
my listening sessions, the bass response
was full and well textured from the DT
770 headphones. While the bass was not
as warm nor did it dig as deep as with
the other headphones reviewed here, it
was nonetheless impressive for a sealed
design. The Beyerdynamic DT 770 truly
shined from the mid-bass up. They delivered superb clarity, excellent detail, transparency and smooth, crisp extension well
into the treble ranges. The soundstage
was expansive in all directions and the
overall sound was very impressive. The

OTL tube ampliﬁer with an OPPO BDP83 disc player as the source, listening to
various CDs and Super Audio CDs from
my collection. The 600 ohm impedance
of the DT 770 headphones makes them
ideal for use with high powered head-

balance of comfort and performance make
the DT 770 headphones an excellent mate
for a high quality ampliﬁer and perfectly
suitable in the listening room for both casual and critical listening.

Beyerdynamic DT 770 Premium - 600
ohm ($319 US)
German audio equipment manufacturer
Beyerdynamic has been around since
1924 and its DT 770 headphones have
existed in the company’s product line-up
for many years, in one form or another.
Today, there are three versions of the DT
770 headphones, identiﬁed by their nominal impedance; 32, 250 and 600 ohms. In
this review I test drive the 600 ohm version, noted on the packaging as an “audiophile model”. The extra high impedance
makes these headphones rather difﬁcult
to drive, so in order to get the best sound
from them you will need to use a higher
powered headphone ampliﬁer. The headphones have light grey-coloured, round
ear-cups that are padded with a plush
velour material. They ﬁt very comfortably around my ears and felt surprisingly
light on my head for a pair of full sized
headphones. The headband design is very
ﬂexible which minimizes the clamping
force, giving them a slightly looser but
more comfortable ﬁt than the other two
headphones in this group test. The underside of the headband is covered by a soft
leather-like padding which is comfortable
against the top of the head. Overall the
DT 770 headphones are incredibly comfortable and thus well suited for extended
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Toshiba REGZA 46WX800U 46-inch 3D LCD TV
Michael Osadciw
Many CANADA HiFi readers probably
remember Toshiba as the rising king of
CRT. Delivering cutting edge widescreen
HDTVs equipped to receive high resolution component video connections from
DVD players, they were solidly built and
looked fantastic after performing the necessary CRT adjustments and calibration.
But after the demise of the CRT, Toshiba
worked in the shadows deciding on its
newest offerings as consumers began to
have an increasing number of new technologies to choose from - new technologies that needed to be proven worthy to
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consumers who were used to the great
picture of CRT. Even though Toshiba had
a slow start, it’s great to see the company
back on track, with a strikingly handsome
line of LCD (LED-backlit) TVs. It ain’t
just good looks; these TVs also have a bit
of 3D muscle under the shirt. The TV under review here is the REGZA 46WX800U
46-inch 1080p 3D TV ($2,799), mated
with Toshiba’s BDX3000 Blu-ray player
($299) and FPT-AG01U 3D glasses (sold
separately for $199 each). Together these
three pieces promise the latest 3D entertainment experience.

I stared dreamily at my review sample
for some time before I turned it on. In
fact, I was content not turning it on at all.
I found the design to be very attractive
when considering the competition. The
screen is virtually completely ﬂat with a
black frame and covered by a thin protector. On the outside edge runs a subtle silver pinstripe around the perimeter, adding
a touch of modernism and class. The bottom right hosts touch sensitive buttons for
power, channel and volume.
The back panel is tight like virtually all
other ﬂat panels these days. Gone are most
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analogue RCA connections except for a composite input on the side
and component inputs
which are provided via
a mini connector. Considering the TV’s depth
of only 29 mm, there
isn’t room for such large
connectors. Among the
most important connectors are four HDMI 1.4
inputs, a VGA port for a
computer, two USB slots,
a connection for Ethernet and a digital audio
output. There is an RF
input that’s a little tight for big ﬁngers and
I found it a bit of a struggle twisting on the
connector from my outdoor antenna. The
built-in speakers sound worse than a tin
can - if you buy a TV this slim, expect a
thin sound. It may be enough sound to ﬁll
a 10 by 12 foot room but anything larger
is pushing the limits.
Toshiba’s remote control hasn’t changed
too much over the past 10 years. While
the aesthetics have changed slightly, the
button layout is very similar. This remote
feels bulky making it hard to easily access
certain buttons without having to slide my
hand up and down the remote for a better
reach.
Among the most notable technological
features beyond 3D capability is ClearFrame 240 which increases the 24/30/60
frames per second in our video sources to
a common multiple of 240, thus eliminating most judder and blurred images with
minimal added side effects. A CrystalCoat
screen protector is said to reduce room
reﬂections but my measurements proved
otherwise. InstaPort provides fast HDMI
switching, while the PixelPure 5G engine
uses a 14-bit video processor to ensure
that the 8-bit signals we feed to the TV are
reproduced without any increased banding.
An Expert image adjustment mode allows
for very precise calibration and includes
both 2 and 10-point greyscale/gamma
controls. An 18-point Colour Management System (CMS) labelled Colormaster in theory should have allowed me to
make colours more accurate, but it failed
by creating a blocky picture with the feature turned on. There are many other image controls that may be helpful in very
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speciﬁc applications but most are best left
turned off if a pleasing picture is desired.
I connected the supplied Toshiba
BDX3000 3D Blu-ray player with an
HDMI cable to the TV and got down to
work. “Out of the box” the 46WX800U
defaults to the Autoview picture mode. It
displayed a dim, crushed image that was
unimpressive, very blue and had a low
gamma. I tend to view a montage of images on the Spears and Munsil High Deﬁnition Benchmark Blu-ray before and after
testing. Before any calibration was done,
the sand on the beach looked purple from
too much blue and red in the greyscale. It
also made it difﬁcult to distinguish the
sky from the water because all blue tones
looked the same. With the dark parts of
the picture crushed into a deep black and
a rapid rise of the bright picture areas, the
image looked uneven and confused. However the image after calibration proved to
be very rewarding. For a detailed look
at the calibration and technical results,
please visit the LCD Forum at www.canadahiﬁ.com/forum.
Calibrated in Movie1, the image was
much brighter throughout with loads of detail visible in the darker parts of the image.
The TV was able to hold its depth of black
regardless of varying light levels. This
gave the Toshiba’s 2D image a 3D feel. I
watched a few movies on the 46WX800U
including Anchor Bay’s thriller Frozen, a
ﬁlm about three skiers stranded high up
on a chairlift over a few days - it’s one
of my favourite survival movies of 2010.
Beyond an interesting storyline, this movie has some good imagery featuring real
environments and very little CGI. Now
that the excessive blue was removed from

the white snow, I noticed far more shades
of white and gray than before. The image
of the 46WX800 was alive with so much
detail, I was forgetting that I was watching
a movie and felt like I was on the chairlift
with the main characters.
The daylight scenes are dominated by
white ski slopes and looked fantastic, but
the reality set in when viewing scenes set
in the darkness. The non-uniformity of
the edge-lit LED panel became strikingly
noticeable. The bursts of white cloudiness
through the black could not go unnoticed,
most notably on the right hand side of this
review unit. For a movie which aims to
create suspense in the darkness, I felt like
this took away from the nail-biting events
as they unfolded. I couldn’t help looking
at the white blotches. Affecting screen
uniformity, it caused reduced light output
in bright scenes as the affected area looked
a bit dimmer. A D65 bias backlight placed
behind the screen to create a white glow,
matching the white point of the TV would
beneﬁt this and other LCD sets greatly. It
would increase the viewer’s perception of
black and reduce the noticeable blotches
of LCD TVs in dark room environments.
When viewing more colourful ﬁlms with
the Colormaster CMS turned off, I noticed
a deﬁciency in red and warmth during the
opening scene from The Dark Knight.
Skin tones seemed to be missing some
of the warmth and pink that I’m used to
seeing on other reference video displays.
In HBO’s fabulous The Paciﬁc miniseries
where colours are altered in post-production to create a very speciﬁc mood, most
colours were satisfactory with exception
of blue and the aforementioned red. So
while I was happy at the high level of de-
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tail and the greyscale capability of the TV,
I felt a little was missing in colour ﬁdelity.
During the review, I had ﬁve 3D Blu-ray
titles (distributed by Warner Bros.) which
allowed me to view some 3D content.
Three were IMAX titles: Under the Sea,
Deep Sea and Space Station 3D. All were
created using an IMAX 3D process with
Space Station leaving the least impression
on me. The 46WX800U played back these
3D titles without a hitch; it automatically
locked onto the 3D mode when it sensed
the 3D signal from the player.
I viewed the 3D imagery in the same
Movie1 picture mode which I calibrated
for 2D. As you may already know, all 3D
TVs, when used with 3D glasses, darken
the image and alter the perception of colour.
Despite this, I found the 46WX800U mesmerizing to watch for the simple enjoyment of 3D and reserved my feelings for
absolute image ﬁdelity in 2D mode only.
The ﬁsh swam out at me in Under the Sea.
I felt as if they were touching my nose and

at times I could reach out at the imagery to focus on the bottom portion of the imand swim with the ﬁsh. The perception of age. The bottom of the image appeared a
depth was incredible and got me pumped bit blurred compared to the image in the
for more 3D titles. To rain on my IMAX centre.
parade, the other two Warner Bros. titles,
A few other quick items to note: this TV
Clash of the Titans and Cats & Dogs: The is small and to ﬁt within the 30-36 degree
Revenge of Kitty Galore are neither good viewing arc recommendations, you should
ﬁlms nor good 3D ﬁlms. Terrible stories be sitting between 5-7 feet away from the
aside, these ﬁlms were not natively shot in 46WX800U. The further you sit from this
3D but were processed in 3D as an after- television, the less resolution you will
thought to take advantage of the theatri- see and the 3D effect diminishes. Move
cal 3D hype. The unimpressive 3D image far enough away and the 3D glasses will
quality showed and the 46WX800U did eventually lose the signal. It should be
not hide it. The 3D effect was present noted that 3D is not for everyone and can
sometimes but goes down in my books as make some people feel a little sick. I tend
mostly ﬂat. These movies are much better to feel nauseated after a short while of 3D
enjoyed in 2D - if you actually enjoy the viewing so I had to take plenty of breaks
before I ﬁnally called it quits.
storylines.
It’s great to see Toshiba coming back to
I did experience some image crosstalk
while watching through the 3D glasses. the market with high performance video
There was some mild ghosting throughout displays. I admit I was a little concerned
if one is quick enough to notice it. While for Toshiba when the CRT diminished
it bothered me at ﬁrst, I did stop thinking as the dominant video display technolabout it when watching the IMAX ﬁlms. ogy. While this LED edge-lit LCD TV
As I watched the other titles, wouldn’t be my ﬁrst choice for a primary
I couldn’t help to see the video device in dark theatre room, I would
crosstalk because I was less not hesitate to recommend it as secondary
involved with the ﬁlms and TV where moderate light from the sun or
therefore spent more time ceiling will always be an issue. I became
analyzing the picture. I also a bit attached to the Toshiba 46WX800U
had a difﬁcult time ﬁnding during its stay, and I can’t help thinking
the FPT-AG01U glasses how attractive it would look on a stand
comfortable. They are thick between my large front window and the
rimmed, large and heavy, ﬁreplace.
and I probably would get
beat up if I were a kid wear- Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF Professional
ing them in school today. Video Calibrator with The Highest
Maybe putting some mask- Fidelity - (905) 730-5996,
ing tape around the center of www.thehighestfidelity.com
the glasses would have made
quickinfo
them more comfortable for
my nose rather than feeling
the plastic digging in. These
Toshiba
are supposed to be one size
www.toshiba.ca
ﬁts all, but maybe they were
1-800-268-3404
a bit too big for me. I found
that when watching 3D proToshiba REGZA 46WX800U
grams, it was difﬁcult for me
46-inch 1080p 3D TV
Price: $2,799 CAD
Toshiba BDX3000 3D
Blu-ray player
Price: $299 CAD
Toshiba FPT-AG01U 3D glasses
Price: $199 CAD each
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Sinclair Audio Brighton Series

Suave Kajko
If you’re a regular reader of CANADA span three different series of speakers:
HiFi then you should already be familiar Brighton, conventional cabinet speakers;
with the brand Sinclair Audio. Since 2005, Architex, in-wall/in-ceiling speakers; and
we have reviewed the company’s ﬁrst and Sculptura, contemporary, slim speakers.
second generation Brighton Series speak- All Sinclair Audio products are designed
ers. For those of you hearing about these in Canada and manufactured in China.
The latest fruit of labour from Singuys for ﬁrst time, Sinclair Audio is a
Canadian company owned by Montreal- clair Audio is the third generation of the
based JAM Industries Ltd., a long time Brighton Series speakers, a series which
distributor of consumer electronics and consists of seven speaker models and two
music instruments. Since Sinclair Audio’s subwoofers. The speakers are of course
inception, a lot of time has been devoted tonally matched so that any of these modto research and new product development. els can be combined to create a 2-channel
Today, the company’s product offerings or multi-channel system. Our review set
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included all of the top-of-the-line models:
two 460T ﬂoorstanding speakers ($1499/
pair), four 45RS bi-polar surround speakers ($299/pair), a 25CC centre channel
($299) and a 310S subwoofer ($499). The
combined price of this 7.1-channel system
is $2895. A 5.1-channel system would retail for $2596. Of course a less expensive
system can be put together with the lower
speaker models in the series.
Let’s take a closer look at each of the
models beginning with the ﬂagship 460T
tower speaker which has been completely
redesigned. The 460T now employs a
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3-way design which uses four drivers in- ﬂagship 310S subwoofer which is outﬁtstead of three, like its previous generation ted with a triple 10 inch driver array, just
brother. Looking under the speaker grille like its previous generation brother. The
reveals the front bafﬂe which is visually front woofer is active (powered), while
split into two sections. The top section the dual side-ﬁring woofers are passive
houses two 6.5 inch Woven Fiberglass (non-powered). Power is provided by a
Hybrid midrange drivers and a brand new more powerful 300 watt RMS ampliﬁer,
3 inch Transparency Ribbon sandwiched which peaks at 800 watts. Its frequency
between them. The bottom section has response is rated between 30 Hz and 150
two 6.5 inch Woven Fiberglass Hybrid kHz. The 310S has a new, smaller cabinet
woofers. Employing a ribbon tweeter is which is nearly a perfect cube, with each
a ﬁrst for Sinclair Audio, with the 460T dimension measuring about 16 inches.
being the only model to offer it. ComVisually, the new Brighton speakers
pared to a traditional tweeter, the ribbon look very similar to the previous generatweeter has a substantially lower mass and tion. Each speaker is ﬁnished in a black
therefore responds much quicker. Acous- wood veneer with a couple of glossy pantically this should translate into sound els. White drivers and silver surrounds
that contains improved transient musical round out the design. The white-driverinformation, particularly in the higher fre- on-black-cabinet gives the speakers an
quencies. The 460T has an impedance of attractive visual contrast but the overall
8 ohms, a sensitivity of 92 dB, a frequency aesthetics won’t win these speakers any
response rated from 32 Hz to 40 kHz and design awards – they look like most concan handle ampliﬁer power of up to 250 ventional speakers. Although there were
watts. It’s hard to tell from the picture at a few small imperfections in the ﬁnish
the top of this review but the 460T is a big of the speakers, overall the ﬁt and ﬁnish
speaker, with a weight of a small elephant, were above par compared to other Chidesigned for larger rooms – it measures 48 nese made speakers and components that
inches high, 9 inches wide and 16 inches I’ve played with.
deep. With its height of exactly 4 feet,
During the break-in period I connected
it will look visually overwhelming in a the Brighton speakers to our high-perforsmaller space.
mance Arcam FMJ AVR600 AV receiver
The 45RS bi-polar surround speaker has and the Cambridge Audio Azur 650BD
also received a complete design overhaul. universal Blu-ray player. I toed-in the
Its 2-way design combines a 4 inch Wo- front towers slightly toward the
ven Fiberglass Hybrid woofer with dual 1 main listening spot since ribbon
inch Black Diamond Silk Dome tweeters, tweeters are a little more direcwhich ﬁre at about 45 degrees to the sides. tional than typical dome tweetIt has an 8 ohm impedance, a sensitivity of ers. Two of the 45RS surround
88 dB, a frequency response rated 80 Hz to speakers were placed about one
20 kHz and a power handling of 125 watts. foot away from the sides of my
This new design should provide better dis- couch and the other two were
persion characteristics. The 45RS is also placed about four feet behind
noticeably smaller than the previous gen- the couch. While making all the
eration surround speaker, making it much connections, I noticed that someeasier to position in any room – which is thing wasn’t quite right with the
great because surround speakers are usu- binding posts on the 460T towers
ally the most challenging to place.
– the Furutech banana plugs of
The 25CC centre channel has a straight my speaker wires didn’t ﬁt snugforward 2-way design, with dual 5.25 inch gly into the speaker posts, instead
Woven Fiberglass Hybrid midrange woof- they sat rather loosely inside the
ers ﬂanking a 1 inch Black Diamond Silk posts. Hence I resorted to usDome tweeter. Its frequency response is ing bare wire connections to the
rated from 55 Hz to 20 kHz and the im- front speakers. All of the other
pedance, sensitivity and power handling speakers accepted my banana
have the same speciﬁcations as the 45RS plugs just ﬁne. For my in-depth
speaker.
listening tests I connected the
Completing the Brighton series is the speakers to our more reasonably
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priced Pioneer Elite SC-07 A/V receiver
– presumably most Brighton series owners
would be connecting these speakers to an
AV receiver in this price range.
While listening to two channel music,
the 460T towers provided good stereo
imaging and a pleasing midrange performance. They did not stress with the varying dynamics of Britten’s Orchestra CD
(Michael Stern, Kansas City Symphony,
Reference Recordings RR-120) and recreated the atmosphere of the hall where the
performance was recorded quite well. Instruments playing in the higher frequency
registers sounded crisp and realistic, more
so than with other home theatre speakers
– no doubt thanks to the ribbon tweeters.
Admittedly the overall musical details
didn’t quite match what I’ve grown to
expect from my reference KEF Q series
speakers, but they certainly were not concealed either.
Reaching for the Air French Band
“Moon Safari” CD proved that the 460T
towers have the ability to produce a
large sonic landscape stretching all in
directions. Various audio effects moved
around the soundstage very convincingly. The rain effect on the ﬁrst track “La
Femme D’argent”, which some speakers
hide far in the background, came through
with excellent clarity. The bass line in this
track wasn’t as punchy and articulate as
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I’m used to hearing but later in my tests I The Expendables. I started with Inception, the case with the 45RS surround speakers
discovered that repositioning the speakers which not only offers an incredible story – they provided directional sound when
achieved a much better bass response. Of but also put the speakers through an exten- required and created a wide, dispersed
course, you could always turn on the sub- sive barrage of sonic tests. And much like soundstage the rest of the time. During
woofer if you desire more bass.
with The Dark Knight, Christopher Nolan the ﬁnal battle with the drones things got
When I moved on to multi-channel mu- kept the computer generated special ef- so heated up in the soundstage that I besic my listening experience was elevated fects to a minimum, choosing scaled and came a little concerned, wondering if my
substantially. Clear vocals, melodic gui- full sized models and sets instead. The next door neighbors (in their very close
tar riffs, keyboards and drums ﬁlled the air resulting special effects are nothing short but detached house) could hear any of this
around me when I put on the Dire Straits of spectacular, complete with a DTS-HD in their basement – oh, the worries of an
“Brothers In Arms” SACD. With the track Master Audio soundtrack to match. The audio reviewer!
“Walk of Life”, the Brighton speakers bomb explosions in the opening scenes
There is no question that Sinclair Audio
played the guitar riffs in the front channels shook my room with thunderous low fre- has managed to further reﬁne the sound
with richness and complemented them quencies. I was glad that the very low of the Brighton series with this third genwith smoothly ﬂowing keyboards in the frequencies didn’t sound muddy at all eration. During the time that the Brighton
rear channels. I could hear the strumming from this relatively small subwoofer – no, speakers spent in my test room, they preof the guitar chords and the metallic tex- they were rather well deﬁned. Some of sented me with great two channel perforture of the cymbals decayed realistically the explosions very effectively scattered mance, an excellent multi-channel music
almost as if someone was playing drums building debris 360 degrees around my experience and kicked butt when watchright in front of me.
listening spot. The sound around me was ing movies. Some will ﬁnd the size of the
The Pink Floyd “Dark Side of the Moon” pretty seamless, without any obvious gaps 460T towers overwhelming, but if you
SACD was no less immersive. The bass in the soundstage. The shattering of win- have a room large enough you will be reline in “Time” played with a commend- dows sounded crisp and realistic. But the warded with very ﬁne top-end frequencies.
able depth and fullness, executing bass Brighton speakers weren’t good with just Medium and smaller rooms should do just
transients with control. In fact, I not these hardcore action sequences, they also ﬁne with the smaller 260T or 250T towers.
only heard the bass on this track – I felt had a more delicate side. In one of the Regardless of which front speakers you
it sweep over an expansive soundstage, chapters, the echo of bullets in the ware- end up choosing, I would deﬁnitely go
which stretched well beyond the mea- house effectively recreated the size and for the 45RS bi-polar surround speakers
sly dimensions of my room. That’s not ambience of the warehouse. The dialogue – I did not listen to either of the bookshelf
too shabby for a fairly compact 10 inch was always clean and distinct from the speakers from this series but I doubt that
subwoofer. Following the breathtaking background music and effects.
they could rival the fantastic dispersion
intro, crisp vocals punched through the
But it wasn’t until I watched Iron Man characteristics of the 45RS speakers. The
front speakers, perfectly centred in the 2 that the Brighton speakers demonstrated Sinclair Audio Brighton series are deﬁsoundstage and appropriately placed in their true home theatre might. In one of nitely worth an audition.
front of the various layers of audio. The the opening scenes, my room rumbled
45RS surround speakers very effectively with bass as Iron Man jumped out of the
quickinfo
and evenly dispersed the surround por- airplane and ﬁred up the jets in his boots
tion of the audio to the sides and back of and the repulsors in his gloves. The tranmy room. As a result I was convincingly sition of the audio from the tower speakers
Sinclair Audio
placed in the middle of an out-of-this- to the subwoofer was smooth like butter.
www.sinclairaudio.com
world sonic atmosphere. Bi-polar speak- Tony Stark’s voice bounced off the dome’s
Distributed in Canada by
ers like the 45RS’s work particularly well ceiling and echoed realistically as he gave
Erikson Consumer
in rooms where you have no choice but to his speech at the Stark Expo, believably
1-800-567-3275
place the rear speakers close to the couch recreating the ambience of the convenwww.eriksonconsumer.com
(and on stands) because they don’t radiate tion centre. Later in the ﬁlm, during the
the sound directly towards the listening “Grand Prix De Monaco Historique” race,
Sinclair Audio Brighton Series
position but rather disperse it at different the Brighton speakers transitioned the
Price: $2895 CAD (7.1-channel
angles. The other beneﬁt is that they tend earth shattering power of the racecar ensystem as tested).
to create a more evenly distributed sound- gines seamlessly from speaker to speaker.
stage at the side and back of the room, In some of the scenes I not only heard the
Component Pricing:
which is particularly desirable for multi- bass frequencies, I felt them with my en• 460T ﬂoorstanding speakers:
channel music and movies.
tire body as if I was standing right beside
$1499/pair
But music is only half the equation. Be- the racetrack. I don’t normally use rear
• 45RS bi-polar surround speakers
fore sitting down to do some movie watch- channels (behind the couch) in my home
$299/pair
ing, I made a trip to a local video store theatre because of space constraints and
• 25CC centre channel $299
and picked up a few Blu-rays including ﬁnd that most speakers sound a little over• 310S subwoofer $499
Inception, Robin Hood, Iron Man 2 and whelming in this position. But this was not
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‘I can’t recommend this unit highly enough. The player has
excellent build quality and styling that moves it decidedly
towards the high-end and the performance chops to back it
up, all at a price which seems completely reasonable to this
reviewer. Somebody get me a check book, I think I am
going to buy a Cambridge 650BD.’
- Home Theater Review.com

Cambridge Audio 650BD Blu-Ray Player
Bring your video and
music to the next level...
Featuring almost universal disc compatibility, the 650BD
is equipped to handle CD, HDCD, DVD-Video, DVD-Audio,
SACD and of course Blu-Ray discs.
Delivering stunning video reproduction is just half the
story and the 650BD also excels in audio performance.
24/192kHz Digital to Analogue Converters and
meticulous attention to audio circuitry design ensure that
the 650BD can reproduce the dynamics and scale
required for modern movie soundtracks whilst also being
able to deliver a genuinely musical performance with
either stereo or multi-channel music discs.
The Best of Both Worlds.

www.cambridge-audio.com

Distributed by Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

It's lightning fast!
The 650BD boasts power-up and loading
speeds which are amongst the most
impressive of any Blu-ray player currently
available.

$799

